SPE WEEK 2020
MIT SPE student chapter is excited to announce the SPE WEEK from 7 th September to 12th September
2020
The MIT SPE student chapter, established in 1988, is one of the oldest most active chapters in India
with 200+ active members and with activities planned throughout the year that not only student
centric but also challenge them to broaden their horizon through various competitions. MIT SPE
student chapter has been awarded with Outstanding Student Chapter award by SPE International in
the years 2014 and 2015 and Gold Standard award on numerous occasions. Most recently the MIT
SPE Student chapter was awarded with Student Chapter Excellence Award for the year 2019-20.
Apart from the technical activities, the chapter also engages various outdoors activities such as tree
plantation drive, sports week, cleanliness drive, visit to orphanages. These activities benefit the
overall growth of an individual through inculcation of the spirit of team building and by making
students aware of their social and moral responsibilities toward the society.
This year even amidst the Corona pandemic, we have pledged that nothing must hinder our
knowledge and growth and hence are adapting to the virtual learning method. With active
participation and enthusiasm of students we could successfully complete the ‘Factomania’ event and
celebrated The International Yoga Day and World Nature Conservation Day, where students shared
their yoga practicing and tree plantation photos respectively.
Like every year, we at MIT SPE student chapter have organized the SPE Week 2020 for exciting
discussions and interactions between the students, faculty members and the industry professionals
working at respected positions in the oil and gas industry. This year's SPE week will be held from 7th
to 12th of September, 2020 which will include Start-up workshops and doubt sessions, Introduction
to Deepwater Operations in India and HSE workshop, Well Construction workshop, Reservoir
Engineering workshop, Women in O&G and Resume Building Workshop
The start-up workshop will help guide the students who are curious and aspire to create and
innovate. Introduction to Deepwater Operations in India and HSE workshop, Reservoir Engineering
workshop, Well Construction workshop will introduce students to the ‘industry’ side of petroleum
engineering through interaction and day long sessions with industry professionals. The Women in Oil
and gas industry is a unique initiative taken up by SPE International that provides opportunities to
the women working in male-dominated industry to showcase their talent, share their expertise and
perspective and be heard on a global platform. Resume Building Workshop is specially designed to
break the binary in the O&G and will guide students about how to write a professional resume that
will look impressive.
At MIT SPE Student Chapter we always nurture student talents through right opportunities and by
evoking a thought process for innovations and creativity and keep the flow of knowledge resources
open to the students for their unceasing learning process.

